Accessible through LWWHealthLibrary.com, this comprehensive selection contains 23 core textbooks for the physical therapy student and practitioner — along with 350 video clips covering motor control, kinesiology, therapeutic modalities, and assessment.

Features:
- 23 authoritative, must-have references from one of the world's leading health sciences publisher
- 350 video clips
- Covers core topics in Physical Therapy, including Women's Health, Pediatrics therapy, Motor Skills, and more
- Key titles include:
  - Shumway-Cook: Motor Control
  - Clarkson: Musculoskeletal Assessment
  - Kendall: Muscles: Testing and Function, with Posture and Pain

Also Available with the Anatomical Sciences Collection:
Which Includes,
- 7 must-have clinical anatomy textbooks
- Key titles include Grant’s Atlas of Anatomy, Grant’s Dissector, Clinically Oriented Anatomy (which includes Clinical Blue Boxes), Histology: A Text and Atlas and Langman's Medical Embryology
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